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Previous research on defining and measuring consensus (agreement) among forecasters has been 
concerned with evaluation of forecasts of continuous variables. This previous work is not relevant 
when the forecasts involve binary decisions: up-down or win-lose.  In this paper we use Cohen’s 
kappa coefficient, a measure of inter-rater agreement involving binary choices, to evaluate 
forecasts of National Football League games. This statistic is applied to the forecasts of 74 
experts and 31 statistical systems that predicted the outcomes of games during two NFL seasons. 
We conclude that the forecasters, particularly the systems, displayed significant levels of 
agreement and that levels of agreement in picking game winners were higher than in picking 
against the betting line. There is greater agreement among statistical systems in picking game 
winners or picking winners against the line as the season progresses, but no change in levels of 
agreement among experts. High levels of consensus among forecasters are associated with greater 
accuracy in picking game winners, but not in picking against the line. 
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Measuring Consensus in Binary Forecasts:  
NFL Game Predictions 
 
1. Introduction 
Previous research on defining and measuring agreement or consensus among 
forecasters has been concerned with evaluations of quantitative forecasts, i.e. GDP will 
increase 4%, inflation will go up 2%, etc..  Procedures for determining whether 
consensus among quantitative forecasts have evolved over time.   Customarily the mean 
or median of a set of forecasts had been used as the measure of “consensus”, but 
Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987) noted that there was no precise definition of what 
constituted a “consensus”.  Lahiri and Teigland (1987) indicated that the variance across 
forecasters was the appropriate measure of agreement or disagreement, while Gregory 
and Yetman (2001) argued that a consensus implied that there was a majority view or 
general agreement.  Schnader and Stekler (1991) and Kolb and Stekler (1996) went 
further and suggested that the methodology for determining whether a “consensus” 
actually existed should be based on the distribution of the forecasts.     
  A number of questions about forecaster behavior have been analyzed using the 
dispersion and distributions of these quantitative forecasts.  For example, they have been 
used to determine whether these data can provide information about the extent of 
forecaster uncertainty (Zarnowitz and Lambros, 1987; Lahiri and Teigland, 1987; Lahiri 
et al., 1988; Rich et al., 1992; Clements, 2008).  Changes in the dispersion of the 2 
forecasts have also been used to examine the time pattern of convergence of the forecasts 
(Gregory and Yetman, 2004; Lahiri and Sheng, 2008). 
To this point, there have been no analyses of the extent of agreement among 
individuals who do not make quantitative predictions but rather issue binary forecasts: 
up-down or win-lose.  Moreover, the previous methodology applied to quantitative 
forecasts is not relevant for binary forecasts.  Fortunately, there is a statistical measure of 
agreement, the kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960; Landis and Koch, 1977), which can be 
used to evaluate these types of binary forecasts.  This coefficient is used extensively in 
evaluating diagnostic procedures in medicine and psychology.   
In this paper we use that coefficient to evaluate the levels of agreement among the 
forecasts of 74 experts and 31 statistical systems for outcomes of National Football 
League regular season games played during the 2000 and 2001 seasons.  This data set is 
the same used earlier to analyze the predictive accuracy of these experts and systems 
(Song, et al., 2007).   The experts and systems made two types of binary forecasts.  They 
either predicted whether a team would win a specific game or whether a particular team 
would (not) beat the Las Vegas betting spread.  Song, et al. (2007)concluded that the 
difference in the accuracy of the experts and statistical systems in predicting game 
winners was not statistically significant.  Moreover, the betting market outperformed both 
in predicting game winners and neither the experts not systems could profitably beat the 
betting line. 
In this paper, we are not concerned with the relative predictive accuracy of 
experts and statistical systems and thus will not examine their forecasting records.  Rather, 
we are interested in knowing whether, in making these two types of binary forecasts, the 3 
experts and systems generally agreed with one another.  We will demonstrate that it is 
possible to determine the degree of agreement among forecasters who make binary 
forecasts and to test the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between the extent 
of agreement and the accuracy of forecasts.   
The paper examines a number of issues relating to these forecasts:  (1) whether 
there is agreement within groups of forecasters (e.g., do experts agree with each other?), 
(2) whether agreement changes as more information becomes available during the course 
of a season, and (3) whether there is agreement between groups of forecasters (e.g., do 
experts’ forecasts agree with those of systems?).  We hypothesize that there is likely to be 
considerable agreement among forecasters in forecasting the outcomes of NFL games, 
because experts who make judgmental forecasts and statistical model builders share a 
substantial amount of publicly available data.  In addition, experts have access to many of 
the predictions made by statistical systems prior to making their own forecasts.  Thus, it 
is possible that both experts and statistical systems make similar predictions, and their 
forecasts are associated with each other.  We also expect that agreement among 
forecasters is likely to increase during the course of a season, since information on the 
relative strength of teams emerges as the season progresses.  Finally, we test the 
hypothesis that accuracy is related to the extent of agreement. 
Section 2 presents the data that will be analyzed in this study.  Section 3 describes 
methods for measuring the extent of agreement among forecasts.  Section 4 examines the 
degree of agreement among experts and statistical systems in (1) picking the home team 
or the visiting team to win the game or (2) to beat the betting line.  We first compare the 
level of agreement among the predictions for an entire season and then examine whether 4 
levels of agreement change over the course of a season.  Having found that there is 
substantial agreement among experts and among statistical systems in predicting the 
outcomes of games, we then test whether agreement and accuracy are related.  
  
2. Data 
Our data consist of the forecasts of the outcomes of the 496 regular season NFL 
games for the 2000 and 2001 seasons.  These forecasts include those made by experts 
using judgmental techniques, forecasts generated from statistical models, and a market 
forecast – the betting line. The forecasts of 74 experts were collected from 14 daily 
newspapers, 3 weekly magazines, and the web-sites of two national television networks.  
The newspapers include USA Today, a national newspaper, and 13 local newspapers 
selected from cities that have professional football teams.  The three weekly national 
magazines are Pro Football Weekly, Sports Illustrated, and The Sporting News.  Two 
television networks, CBS and ESPN, have web-sites that contain the forecasts of their 
staffs.   
Some experts predict game winners directly, while others make predictions 
against the Las Vegas betting line.  Some experts who pick game winners also predict the 
margin of victory (i.e., a point spread). For those who predict a margin of victory, one 
can identify their implicit picks against the line by comparing their predicted margin of 
victory with the betting spread given by the Las Vegas betting line.  The Las Vegas 
betting line data were obtained from The Washington Post on the day that the game was 
played.  Appendix Table A summarizes information on the individual experts represented 
in our analysis. 5 
Todd Beck (www.tbeck.freeshell.org) collected the point spread predictions made 
by 29 statistical models for the 2000 and 2001 NFL seasons. We used these data as well 
as the predictions of the Packard and Greenfield systems, which were not included in 
Beck’s sample. The point spread predictions allow us to identify both the predicted 
winner of a game and the predicted winner against the betting line.  The data used to 
generate the point spread predictions vary across models, as do the statistical models used 
to generate the forecasts.  Among the data used to generate the point spread predictions 
are the won/loss records of teams, offensive statistics (such as points scored or yards 
gained), defensive statistics (such as points or yards allowed per game), variables 
reflecting the strength of schedule, and home field advantage.  In many of these models, 
point spread predictions are based on power rankings of the teams.   Appendix Table B 
presents names of the statistical models whose forecasts were used in our analysis.   
Table 1 gives an example of the kinds of data we are using.  Columns (1) and (2) 
identify the visiting and home teams for some of the games in the first week of the 2000 
season.  Columns (3) and (4) give the forecasts of two of the 74 experts in our sample.  
Forecaster 1 is Tim Cote of the The Miami Herald and Forecaster 2 is Ron Reid of the 
The Philadelphia Inquirer.   Columns (5) and (6) summarize the forecasts made by all of 
the experts who made predictions for these games.  Similar data are available for the 31 
systems. 
<Table 1 about here>  
3. Methods of analysis 
To measure the extent of agreement among forecasters, we use the kappa 
coefficient.  The computation and interpretation of the kappa coefficient can be illustrated 6 
using contingency table analysis.   Before we present the procedure for calculating kappa  
for our full sample of 74 experts and 31 systems, we illustrate our method using data for 
two of the experts - Tim Cote (Forecaster 1) and Ron Reid (Forecaster 2).    
Table 2 is a contingency table that shows the distribution of forecasts of the two 
individuals.  There were 409 games in which both forecasters made predictions about 
whether the home of visiting team would win the game.  The elements along the diagonal 
indicate the number of times both forecasters made the same predictions:  the home 
(visiting) team will win.  That is, there were 210 games in which both picked the home 
team to win and 105 games in which they both picked the away team to win for a total of 
315 games for which they predicted the same outcome.    
If we divide each entry in Table 2 by the total number of games (n), we obtain 
the proportionate distribution of picks shown in Table 3, where p  denotes the 
proportionate distribution in row і and column j.  From Table 3, we can determine 
whether the picks of the two forecasters are independent or not, but we will need to 
undertake further calculations, which are explained below, to see if there is agreement.   
ij
   <Table  3  about  here> 
The picks would be considered to be independent if the probability that forecaster 1 picks 
the home team to win does not depend on whether forecaster 2 picks the home (or the 
visiting) team to win.  That is, knowledge of the picks of forecaster 2 provides no 
information about predicting forecaster 1’s choices.  If the picks are independent, then the 
expected proportion,  in cell  ij
e p ( ) j i, would be   j i
e
ij p p p . . × =
The hypothesis that the picks are independent can be tested using the chi-square 















n p p p
n χ ,                                                      (1)  
  
with one degree of freedom.   For the data given in Table 2, the   106.59, which is 
significantly different from zero at the 0.01 level, indicating that the forecasts are not 
independent.   
=
2 χ
Note that the magnitude of  measures whether or not there is independence 
between the forecasters but 
2 χ
not the level of agreement.  There are two reasons why the 
magnitude of  does not measure agreement.  First, the choices of the two forecasters 
may depend upon each other, but reflect disagreement rather than agreement. Consider 
two cases.  In Table 3, 
2 χ
78 . 0 22 11 = + p p , so that individuals made identical forecasts 78% 
of the time.   But, suppose the data given in Table 3 were altered by switching the 
diagonal and off-diagonal elements.  In particular, assume that 135 . 11 = p , 
095 . 22 = p
2 χ
, , and .  With this distribution of forecasts the value of 
  would remain 106.59, but the individuals would have made identical forecasts only 
22% of the time.   
513 . 12 = p 257 . 21 = p
Second, the size of    reflects not only the pattern of disagreement or 
disagreement among forecasters but also the number of forecasts. That is, for a given 
proportional distribution of forecasts (i.e., the ), the magnitude of  is (essentially) 
linearly related to the number of forecasts (n). (See equation (1).)  Consequently, if one 
were to use the  as a measure of agreement, one would infer higher levels of 





the fraction of forecasts on which they agreed did not change. For example, suppose that 
that Forecaster 1 and Forecaster 2 had predicted 818 games rather than 409 and that the 
proportionate distribution of forecasts were identical to that shown in Table 3.  With 818 
forecasts, the size of   would double to 213.38, even though the proportion of games 
for which they made identical forecasts would remain unchanged at 0.78 
2 χ
  As noted above, to examine the extent of agreement among forecasters, one must 
compute the proportion of forecasts that are identical between the forecasters.
1  The 
proportion of forecasts that are identical is obtained by summing the entries along the 
diagonal cells in the contingency tables. That is, the proportion of cases on which the two 
individuals made the same forecasts is given by 22 11 0 p p p + = .  However, there is a 
disadvantage of using the simple proportion of picks that are the same as a measure of 
agreement.  One could obtain a high percentage of picks in common merely by chance 
(Fleiss, et al., 2003, pp.602-608).  To adjust for the role of chance, one should compare 
the actual level of agreement with that based on chance alone.   
The expected proportion of agreement (given independence in the picks) is given 
by .  The difference, () 2 . 1 . . 1 p p p pe + × = ( . 2 p × ) e p p − 0 , measures the level of agreement 
in excess of that which would be expected by chance.  Cohen (1960) suggested using the 










0 κ . 
                                                           
1 As an alternative one could measure the extent of disagreement between the forecasters by summing the 
off diagonal elements ( ).  Swanson and White (1997, p. 544) describe this measure as the 
“confusion rate”. 
21 p p12 +
2 The Associate Editor pointed out that the kappa coefficient is identical to the Heidke skill score.  The 
Heidke skill score has been used in evaluating directional forecasts in the weather literature.  See C.A. 
Doswell, et al. (1990) and Lahiri and Wang (2006). 9 
For the data shown in Table 2, κ = .509, which is statistically significantly different from 
zero at the 0.01 level. 
While we have illustrated kappa for the case of two forecasters, it can be extended 
to the case of multiple forecasters.  (See Fleiss, et al., 2003, pp. 610-617.)   Here we use 
the kind of data shown in columns (5) and (6) in Table 1 -  the number of forecasters who 
picked the visiting team to win and the number who picked the home team to win for 
each game.  Assume there are n games and that the number of forecasters who predicted 
the i
th game is mi.  Note that it is not assumed that the set of forecasters are identical for 
each game.  Let xi equal the number of forecasters picking the visiting team to win in the 
i
th game and mi - xi the number picking the home team.  Let  p equal the proportion of all 
forecasts (i.e., all forecasts for all games combined) in which the visiting team is chosen 
to win the game and let  p q − =1  be the proportion of all forecasts in which the home 
team is picked to win.  Finally, let m equal the average number of forecasts per game (i.e., 
the total number of forecasts for all games combined divided by the number of games).  
Then, kappa is estimated by the following formula (Fleiss, et al, 2003, p. 610): 













= κ . 
   
The kappa statistic is sometimes called a measure of inter-rater agreement.   
If , then κ = 0 and there is only chance agreement.  If  κ > 0, then there is 
agreement over and above that due to chance, and there is less agreement than expected 
by chance if κ < 0.   If κ = 1, there is perfect agreement.  The magnitude of the standard 
e p p = 010 
error can also be measured (Fleiss, et al., 2003, pp. 605 and 613), so that one can use this 
standard deviation and the value of κ to determine whether κ is statistically significantly 
different from zero. However, in comparing values of kappa across samples, we use 
bootstrapping to determine whether there are statistically significant differences between 
the coefficients (cf., McKenzie, et al, 1996). 
What does the magnitude of κ signify?  Landis and Koch (1977) suggested 
guidelines for interpreting the strength of agreement based on the value of kappa.  Their 
guidelines are shown in Table 4.   
       <Table 4 about here> 
4. Levels of agreement among experts and statistical systems 
In this section, we compare the levels of agreement among experts and statistical 
systems in picking the home team or the visiting team (1) to win the game or (2) to beat 
the betting line.  We first calculate kappa coefficients (κ) for inter-rater agreement for all 
games of the 2000-2001 seasons.  We then examine whether levels of agreement change 
over the course of the season.  It might be anticipated, for example, that levels of 
agreement would increase as a season progresses, since the accumulation of information 
during the course of a season would resolve uncertainties regarding the relative abilities 
of teams.      
    <Table 5 about here> 
Table 5 presents these results. The major findings for the two complete seasons 
are:  11 
(a)  All the kappa coefficients are statistically significantly different from zero at 
the 0.01 level.  According to the Landis-Koch criteria, statistical systems display 
moderate agreement, while experts exhibit fair agreement. 
(b)  There is substantially higher agreement among both types of forecasters in 
picking game winners than in picking against the line.  
(c)  The levels of agreement among statistical systems are considerably higher 
than among experts for both types of forecasts.  Using a bootstrap procedure with 500 
observations to calculate the standard errors of the difference, we find that these 
differences are statistically significant at the 0.01 level.  
A comparison of forecasts for first and second half games of the two seasons 
indicates: 
(d)  Kappa coefficients calculated for each of the two halves replicate the full 
season results reported above.   
(e)  Among statistical systems, levels of agreement in picking game winners and 
picking against the line are higher in second half games than in first half games and these 
differences across halves are statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.05 
level.  In contrast, the second half levels of agreement among experts are not statistically 
significantly different from their first half levels.  Thus, it would appear that statistical 
systems process information in a way that resolves differences among their forecasts as 
data accumulates, but that experts do not.
3   
5. Agreement among consensus forecasts by statistical systems, experts, and the 
betting line  
                                                           
3 Of interest is that statistical system forecasts improve over the course of season, while those of experts do 
not.  See Song, et al. (2007).   12 
In this section, we measure the extent of agreement among statistical systems, 
experts, and the betting line in picking game winners.  In the preceding section, we found 
that there was considerable agreement among statistical systems and also among experts 
in picking game winners.  Consequently, we can identify consensus picks for each of the 
two sets of forecasters.  We do this by selecting the team chosen to win the game by a 
majority of the forecasters of each group. If there is no majority (e.g. if the number of 
experts favoring the home team equals the number favoring the away team or if the 
betting line is zero), we exclude that game from the analysis presented here.  
Table 6 reports the values of kappa (1) for pairwise comparisons of the betting 
line and consensus picks of statistical systems and experts and (2) of all three methods of 
forecasting.  These measures are calculated for the combined 2000-2001 NFL seasons 
and for the first and second halves of the combined seasons.  
    <Table 6 about here> 
In all cases, the magnitudes of κ are large, indicating substantial agreement, and 
statistically significantly different from zero at the 0.01 level.  For all games, the extent of 
agreement between experts and the betting line is statistically significantly higher at the 
0.05 level (two-tail test) than that of statistical experts and the betting line or than that of 
statistical systems and experts.   
6. The relationship between agreement and accuracy. 
  To this point we have focused on the degree of consensus among the various 
forecasters and have not considered whether there is a relationship between the extent of 
the agreement and the accuracy of the predictions.  We examine four such relationships 
in this section:  experts’ and systems’ predictions of (1) game winners and (2) winners 13 
against the betting spread.  The extent of agreement for a game is measured by examining 
the proportion of experts (or systems) agreeing on a winner.
4  If 50% of forecasters 
favors one team to win a game and 50% favors its opponent to win, then the game is 
dropped from the sample.   The results are presented in Table 7.  
                                                          
<Table 7 about here.> 
  There is not a monotonic relationship between agreement and accuracy in picking 
game winners, although very high levels of agreement are associated with greater 
accuracy.  Experts have a success rate around 70% when 70% or more of experts are in 
agreement (about three-fourths of the games).  These success rates are statistically 
significantly different from 0.50 at the 0.01 level.  When 90% or more of systems agree 
on the outcome (about 6 out of 10 games), they also have a 70% success rate, also 
statistically significantly different from 0.50 at the 0.01 level.   
  The results are quite different for picking winners against the line.  In order for 
bets against the line to be profitable, a 52.4% success ratio is required.  Both experts and 
systems, however, had success ratios that were usually less than 50%.  Moreover, the 
success rates of experts in picking against the line do not vary with the extent of 
agreement. Even when 70% or more of the experts are in agreement, they only pick 
correctly 46% of the winners against the line.
5  As for systems, only when 90% or more 
of the systems agreed whether a particular team would (not) cover the spread was the 
result significant.  The accuracy rate of nearly 60% was statistically different (at the 0.05 
 
4 In Table 7, each individual game is an observation.   The kappa statistic is useful only when comparing 
agreement among two or more forecasters for multiple games. 
5 A referee suggested that since they were wrong 54% of the time and an accuracy rate of 52.4% is 
sufficient to be profitable, one might have made money by betting against the experts. Whether this result 
would hold in another set of games is problematical.  A failure rate of 0.54 or larger would occur 22% of 
the time if the experts’ true inability for picking winners were equal to flipping a coin (one tail test). 14 
level) from flipping a coin, but not statistically significantly different, even at the 0.10 
level, from the 52.4% rate necessary to bet profitably against the line. 
 
7. Conclusion 
In this study, we have compared levels of agreement among experts and statistical 
systems in predicting game winners or picking against the line for the 2000 and 2001 
NFL seasons using the kappa coefficient as a measure of agreement.  We found that  
there are highly statistically significant levels of agreement among forecasters in their 
predictions, with a higher level of agreement among systems  than among experts. In 
addition, there is greater agreement among forecasters in picking game winners than in 
picking against the betting line.  
Finally, high levels of agreement among experts or forecasters are associated with 
greater accuracy in forecasting game winners but not against picking winners against the 
line.    The previous literature that was concerned with the consensus of quantitative 
forecasts has not focused on the accuracy of the predictions when there was (not) a 
consensus. It would be desirable to do this. 15 
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Table 1.  Illustrative Predictions:  V = Visiting Team Wins and H = Home Team Wins 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
  
 















Vikings Bears  H H  33    6
Steelers  Ravens  V  V    4  35
Dolphins Seahawks  H  V  23  16
Redskins Panthers  H  H  32    6




Table 2.  Contingency Table for the Home Team or the Visiting Team Picks of 
Forecaster 1 (Tim Cote) and Forecaster 2 (Ron Reid) 
Pick  Forecaster 2 Picks 
the Home Team 
Forecaster 2 Picks 
the Visiting Team 
Subtotal 
Forecaster 1 Picks 
the Home Team 
210 11 = n    55 11 = n   12 11 . 1 n n n + =  
           = 265 
Forecaster 1 Picks 
the Visiting Team 
39 21 = n   105 22 = n   22 21 . 2 n n n + =       
=  144 
   
Subtotal 
 
21 11 1 . n n n + =  
= 249   
22 12 2 . n n n + =  
= 160 





Table 3.  Proportionate Distribution of the Home Team or the Visiting Team Picks of 
Forecaster 1 (Tim Cote) and Forecaster 2 (Ron Reid) 
  Forecaster 2 Picks 
The Home Team 
Forecaster 2 Picks 
The Visiting Team 
Subtotal 
Forecaster 1 Picks 
The Home Team 
513 . 11 = p   135 . 12 = p   12 11 . 1 p p p + =  
= .648 
Forecaster 1 Picks 
The Visiting Team 
095 . 21 = p   257 . 22 = p   22 21 . 2 p p p + =  
Subtotal 
 
21 11 1 . p p p + =  
=.608 






Table 4.  Landis and Koch Guideline for Interpreting the Degree of Agreement Signified 
by the Kappa Coefficient 
Kappa Coefficient  The Strength of Agreement 
0.01 – 0.20   Slight 
0.21 – 0.40  Fair 
0.41 – 0.60   Moderate 
0.61 – 0.80  Substantial 




Table 5.  Levels of Agreement as Measured by Kappa (κ) among Experts and Statistical 




A. Picking the Game Winner 
 
  Experts  Statistical Systems  Difference in k 
All Games  0.4007**  0.6021**  0.2014** 
First Half Games  0.3827**  0.5422**  0.1615** 
Second Half Games  0.4199**  0.6622**  0.2423** 
Difference between 
First and Second 
Half 
0.0372 0.1180*  _ 
 
B. Picking the Winner against the Betting Line 
 
  Experts  Statistical Systems  Difference in k 
All Games  0.1415**  0.3113**  0.1698** 
First Half Games  0.1297**  0.2704**  0.1407** 
Second Half Games  0.1538**  0.3518**  0.1980** 
Difference between 
First and Second 
Half 
0.0241 0.0814*  _ 
Notes:  The median number of forecasters for experts is 35, for statistical systems 23.  
Two asterisks (**) indicates that a statistic is significantly different from zero at the 0.01 
level, and one asterisk (*) at the 0.05 level.  Standard errors for the differences in kappa 
between experts and statistical systems or for first and second half forecasts are estimated 
by bootstrapping with samples of 500 observations. 22 
 
 
Table 6.  Measures of Agreement (κ) in Picking NFL Game Winners:  Consensus 
Selections of Experts, Statistical Systems, and the Betting Line, 2000 and 2001 seasons 
 




Experts and Statistical Systems  0.6979**  0.6544**  0.7447** 
Experts and the Betting Line  0.8276**  0.8430**  0.8114** 
Statistical Systems and 
the Betting Line 
0.6966** 0.6494** 0.7474** 
Experts and Statistical Systems 
and the Betting Line 
0.7399** 0.7311** 0.7678** 
Number of Observations  481  249  232 
Note:  Two asterisks (**) denote that the kappa coefficient is statistically significantly different 
from zero at the 0.01 level. 23 
 
Table 7.  Relationship between the Level of Agreement and Forecasting Accuracy 
A.  Picking the Game Winner 
















0.51-0.59 50  0.640*    41 0.439 
0.60-0.69 70  0.486 36 0.611 
0.70-0.79 92  0.717** 53 0.453 
0.80-0.89 137  0.708** 72 0.611* 
0.90-1.00 142  0.711** 291 0.698** 
    
Total 491  0.672** 493 0.631** 
      
















0.51-0.59 179  0.486 85 0.447 
0.60-0.69 172  0.512 108 0.500 
  0.70-0.79  89  0.461 87 0.425 
0.80-0.89 19  0.421 93 0.452 
0.90-1.00 3  0.667 95 0.589 
    
Total 462  0.489 468 0.485 
Two asterisks (**) indicates that the proportion of correct predictions is significantly 
different from 0.50 at the 0.05 level and one asterisk (*) denotes statistical significance at 

































Dallas, TX  2000 
2001 
Against the line, 
Game winners 
7 
Denver Post  Denver, CO  2001 
 
Game winners  1 
Detroit News  Detroit, MI  2000 
2001 
Against the line  4 
ESPN National 











New York Post   New York, NY  2000 
2001 
Against the line  7 







Philadelphia, PA  2000 
2001 
Game winners  8 
Philadelphia 
Inquirer 







Pittsburgh, PA  2000 
2001 







2000  Against the line  7 













Game winners  1 













Washington Post  Washington, DC  2000 
2001 
Against the line  1 
*Among ESPN experts, only C. Mortensen provided point spread predictions.  25 
Appendix Table B.  Identity of Statistical Systems 
 
Name of Statistical System  Seasons of Prediction 
 
ARGH Power Ratings  2000-2001 
Bihl Rankings  2000-2001 
CPA Rankings  2000-2001 
Dunkel Index  2000-2001 
Elo Ratings  2000-2001 
Eric Barger  2000 
Flyman Performance Ratings  2000-2001 
Free Sports Plays  2001 
Grid Iron Gold  2001 
Hanks Power Ratings  2001 
Jeff Self  2001 
JFM Power Ratings  2000-2001 
Kambour Football Ratings  2000-2001 
Least Absolute Value Regression (Beck)  2000-2001 
Least Squares Regression (Beck)  2000-2001 
Least Squares Regression with  
Specific Home Field Advantage (Beck) 
2000-2001 
Massey Ratings  2000-2001 
Matthews Grid  2000 
Mike Greenfield  2001 
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (Beck)  2000-2001 
Moore Power Ratings  2000-2001 
Packard 2000 
PerformanZ 2000-2001 
PerformanZ with Home Field Advantage  2000-2001 
Pigskin Index  2000-2001 
Pythagorean Ratings (Beck)  2000-2001 
Sagarin 2000-2001 
Scoring Efficiency Prediction  2000-2001 
Scripps Howard  2000-2001 
Stat Fox   2001 
Yourlinx 2000-2001 
 